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Music genre classification is an important task that entails classifying music genres based 

on aural data. Music genre classification is widely used in the field of music information 

retrieval. Data preparation, feature extraction, and classification are the three primary 

processes in the proposed system. New neural network is used to classify music genres. To 

categorize songs into respective music genres, the proposed system leverages feature values 

from spectrograms created from slices of songs as input to a proposed system architecture. 

Extensive tests on the GTZAN dataset demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approach 

in comparison to existing methods. The proposed system architecture is also tested on 

Indian rhythms. This paper consists of the comparison of proposed system architecture with 

existing algorithms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Great amount of data is generated nowadays on various 

platforms like YouTube, WhatsApp, Instagram, Twitter etc. 

Since this data is very high in terms of bytes it is very 

important to classify the data so that user can search or 

recommend easily. Our work is basically focusing on music 

data. Music can be processed or analyzed like audio can be 

speech, instrumental songs, unplugged songs, songs with 

music. To process the audio or music signal in computer, it has 

to be converted into binary format. The audio data is analog 

signal so analog to digital converter converts it into digital 

format. The audio signal is represented by the spectrogram or 

waves.  

In this paper CNN as a deep neural network is used. 

Machine learning algorithms behaves poorly towards images, 

audios and unstructured data. However, CNN as DNN reduces 

the images in such a way that it is easy to process.  

Users may now listen to music from anywhere and at any 

time thanks to the advent of online music streaming platforms. 

They may use these sites to search for millions of songs as per 

[1]. Music genre categorization has recently piqued the interest 

of researchers working on recommendation systems, 

instrument identification, and track separation. Major 

advancements in music genre classification have recently been 

made. Music genre classification is an important task that 

serves as the first stage in developing a recommendation 

system. Music genre categorization is critical for many real-

world applications, such as efficient searching, retrieval, and 

recommendation [2], due to the large amount of music 

archives. The main purpose of this paper is to use feature 

values obtained from music time slices to construct music 

genre categorization and music recommendation. There are 

primarily two processes in the categorization of music genres: 

feature extraction and model construction. The process of 

identifying individual properties from audio recordings is 

known as feature extraction [3-5]. Features derived from the 

music include zero crossing rate, spectral centroid, spectral 

roll-off, spectral bandwidth, spectral contrast, and Mel-

frequency cepstral coefficients [6]. The feature extraction 

module extracts the most relevant data from the raw music 

data, which has an impact on the classifier's performance and 

design. Extracting characteristics of music voice 

discrimination and speech recognition requires more effort 

than extracting features from music signals [7]. The Librosa 

python library [8] is used to acquire all of these functionalities. 

The features are supplied into the model once the feature 

values are extracted from spectrograms. CNN is one of the 

most useful deep learning algorithms, and it was employed in 

this work. The songs' spectrograms are broken up into pieces 

and sent into the Librosa library, which extracts the 

characteristics. To categorize the music, these characteristics 

are given into the CNN model. The GTZAN dataset was used 

to compare the performance outcomes of music genre 

categorization. This paper [9] employs multi-label 

categorization. The music information retrieval (MIR) 

community uses deep learning as a more efficient method [10]. 

The method of collecting information from songs is known 

as Music Information Retrieval (MIR). In MIR various type of 

information can be retrieved like genre recommendation, 

genre classification, fingerprinting, query by humming, 

musical instrument identification or classification. Deep 

learning has a number of advantages, one of which is the 

ability to apply it to large datasets. The various CNN models 

include VGG16, Alexnet, and Inceptionv3. The key benefit of 

these models is that they decrease overfitting and improve 

classification performance. In music genre categorization, 

neural networks such as the RNN and the Convolutional 

Neural Network have been used. The research [11] uses an 

independent RNN to categorize the songs from the GTZAN 

dataset into genres. Unlike other popular units like the Gated 

Recurrent Unit, this strategy develops long-term relationships 

(GRU). Two classifiers termed LSTM and SVM [12]. After 

collecting features from audio recordings, use a sum rule to 
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combine these classifiers. To categorize the music [13] offers 

a 1-dimensional CNN. A sliding window is used to separate 

the music signals in this system. A single audio clip is 

separated into pieces, which are then combined to form final 

predictions. Many research on music genre classification have 

been undertaken in recent years. Deep learning and machine 

learning approaches are employed in the categorization of 

music genres. The majority of techniques are based on deep 

learning. Senac et al. [14] employ spectrograms as input to the 

CNN model, and the spectrograms are used to extract eight 

major characteristics as well as three supplementary features 

such as atonality, dynamics, and timbre. Mirtoolbox [15] was 

used to capture all of these characteristics. On both the 

GTZAN and Extended ballroom datasets, Yu et al. [16] 

utilized three different attention models. The attention 

mechanism outperforms a system based on encoder-decoders. 

Both reading and vision-related tasks rely on the attention 

process. In NMT, it aids in the memorization of lengthier 

sequences. Because SLA performs poorly, the parallelized 

attention model has outperformed the serialized attention 

model. Calculating attention scores and normalizing the 

attention mechanism to produce attention probabilities are the 

two phases in the attention mechanism. 

Yang et al. [17] uses spectrograms of songs as input to 

extract features using a concurrent recurrent convolutional 

neural network. In this system, the CNN and the Bi-RNN are 

employed in tandem. The music is shown using the STFT. The 

spectrograms are analysed using CNN for feature extraction 

and RNN for temporal feature extraction. The benefit of 

adopting Bi-RNN is that it preserves sequential information 

that would otherwise be lost during CNN training. A SoftMax 

function is used to categorize the songs once they have been 

fully joined. Spectrograms were utilized as input to the CNN 

model by Despois [18]. The genres Hardcore, Dubstep, Electro, 

Classical, Rap, and Soundtrack are utilised in this article. First, 

the songs are transformed to spectrograms, and then the 

spectrograms are divided into pieces. The tracks are divided 

into 2.56 seconds each. To categorise the songs into their 

various musical genres, four CNN layers, a fully connected 

layer, and a softmax function are employed. Foleis et al. [19] 

advocated using k-means for texture selection. The main goal 

of this technology is to recognise sound textures inside 

recordings. Extracting textures from songs is an excellent way 

to save storage computational stress.  

Liu et al. [20] propose an architecture for broadcast modules 

that includes inception blocks, transition layers, and decision 

layers. The broadcast module's main purpose is to retain all 

extracted characteristics at higher levels of layers so that 

decision layers may make predictions based on them. Mobile 

phones and other gadgets have been used to test this strategy. 

To overcome the challenge of music genre categorization, 

Scarpiniti et al. [21] adopts a stacked auto-encoder architecture. 

The approach that extracts 57 characteristics from the music 

signal. Pelchat et al. [22] utilises CNN to categorise tunes as 

well. It uses Sound Exchange [23] to convert music data into 

spectrograms, and it converts music data into stereo channels 

into mono channels. They utilised a collection of 1880 music 

tunes as a dataset. Bangare et al. demonstrated excellent study 

employing machine learning approaches in their publication 

[24-29]. Sunil et al. [30] and Joseph et al. [31] conducted 

research using machine learning and deep learning approaches. 

Awate et al. [32] discussed CNN research for Alzheimer's 

disease. Mall et al. [33] shown the use of Machine learning for 

disease detection etc. The work in Pande & Chetty [34] 

presents a comprehensive assessment of capsule network-

based techniques used in image, speech, and signal processing. 

The authors [35, 36] employed capsule network for effective 

leaf retrieval.  

The suggested system's goal is to categorize music genres. 

The categorization is based on information taken from the 

songs' spectrograms. The suggested system method will be 

extremely beneficial in a variety of fields, including movies, 

education, and so on. For better user recommendations, several 

online music streaming systems, such as Spotify and iTunes, 

employ music genre classification. The following is a 

breakdown of the paper's structure. Section 2 delves into the 

proposed system in depth. Section 3 discusses the results 

analysis, which includes a comparison of the proposed system 

to existing approaches. The same technique is used to classify 

Indian cultural songs, and the findings are presented in the 

same session. Section 4 comes to a close with a conclusion. 

 

 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

Figure 1 depicts a schematic representation of the proposed 

system architecture. The suggested architecture technique is 

divided into three sections: a compression, decompression and 

filtered CNN. All of the convolutions are executed with 

suitable padding, with the goal of both exploiting 

characteristics from the input and lowering its resolution by 

utilizing adequate stride at the conclusion of each step. The 

proposed architecture design is partially comparable to the 

widely used VNet paradigm, however there are notable 

distinctions. 

 
 

Figure 1. Proposed system architecture 

 

The spectrogram is calculated from the given music. Then 

by using image processing algorithm different features have 

been calculated such as zero crossing rate, spectral centroid, 

spectral roll-off, spectral bandwidth, spectral contrast, and 
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Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients. Now these features get 

passed through successive steps along the compression path, 

and this is accomplished using a convolutional layer with a 

size of 2×2 and a stride of 2. Because, the second process only 

evaluates non-overlapping 2 2 patches and extract features, the 

size of the resultant feature maps is reduced. In our technique, 

we substituted max-pooling layers with convolutional layers, 

which achieve the same goal as pooling layers. We doubled 

the amount of feature maps using these convolutional 

procedures. This is related to the method's construction as a 

residual framework, as well as the fact that the number of 

feature channels doubles at each step of the compression path. 

Using convolutional layers instead of pooling layers leads 

in a lower memory footprint for the network during the 

training process. The features were down-sampled during the 

pooling procedure, but we wanted to save as many as feasible. 

The benefits of employing convolutional layers instead of 

pooling layers in our suggested technique are that it allows us 

to analyse inputs at a higher resolution and identify tiny 

features, as well as collect more contextual information by 

extending the perspective of input data. The down-sampling 

stage reduces the size of the input while extending the 

receptive field of the characteristics being evaluated in the next 

layers of the network. The number of characteristics analysed 

by each phase in the left half of the network is two times larger 

than in the previous layer. 

The right component of the network enhances the spatial 

support of the lower resolution feature maps and extracts 

features in order to assemble and gather the necessary 

information for the output of a two-channel segmentation map. 

The last convolutional layer, with a kernel size of 11, 

computes the two feature maps and provides output that is 

comparable in size to the input data. In addition, in this layer, 

we employed the sigmoid function to turn these two feature 

maps into probabilistic segmentation maps of the background 

and foreground regions. In contrast to the Vnet architecture, a 

deconvolutional operation was performed after each phase of 

the right part of the network, followed by one to three 

convolution layers. This comprises half of the 5*5 kernels that 

were used to expand the size of the input in the previous layer. 

In the convolutional stages of the right part of the network, 

we also used residual functions to train residual functions, as 

we did in the left section. The extracted characteristics were 

then passed by horizontal linkages from the early phases of the 

left side of the network to the right segment, as illustrated in 

Figure 1. As a result, we were able to increase the quality of 

final contour prediction by obtaining fine-grained information 

that would have been overlooked during the compression step 

otherwise. The model's convergence time has also been 

enhanced as a result of these linkages. 

The ReLU function's strength comes from an army of 

ReLUs, not from the function itself. This is why a neural 

network with only a few ReLUs would not produce sufficient 

results; instead, the network will require a large number of 

ReLU activations in order to generate a full map of points. 

Rectified linear units (ReLU) combine in multi-dimensional 

space to build complex polyhedral along class borders. ReLU 

does not activate all neurons in neural network at a time, it also 

helps to improve the training of neural network, no complex 

computation of gradient, no complex computations like 

multiplication, division, exponentials. 

Input: training data {Xtrain, ytrain}, a convex loss function 

𝐿(𝐲, �̂�) , CNN configuration, hyperparameter for low-

dimensional binary filter s and m. 

Proposed Algorithm: 

 

 
 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The Proposed algorithm is tested on the GTZAN dataset 

with 390 songs from each class. The confusion matrix clearly 

indicate that the classic diagonal of the confusion matrix 

Figure 2 is having dominant values. Confusion matrix also 

indicates that the misclassification chances get drastically 

reduced using proposed architecture. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Confusion matrix of proposed algorithm on 

GTZAN dataset 

 

From the confusion matrix the performance parameters 

have been calculated. Standard mathematical formulas have 

Output: Compressed CNN model 

1: Initialize proxy Features {F1, …, Fm} and {𝐐𝑡}𝑡=1
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡  for 

each convolution layer 𝑙 based on CNN configuration 

and s and m 

2: for iteration =1 to maxIter do 

3:  Get a minibatch of training data {X, y} 

4:    for l=1 to 𝐿 do 

5:   Obtain low-dimensional binary filters 

6.   {𝐁1, … , 𝐁𝑚} according to (7) 

7:   Obtain {𝐏𝑡}𝑡=1
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡  for each convolution 

filter 𝑡 ac- 

8:  end for 

9:  Perform standard forward propagation except 

that convolution operations are defined in Proposition 1 

10: Compute the loss 𝐿(𝐲, �̂�) 

11: Perform standard De-convolution with non-linear 

PRelu except that gradients for {F1, …, Fm} and 

{𝐐𝑡}𝑡=1
𝑐out  are computed respectively as in (11) and (12) 

12: Perform Fine-grained feature forwarding with de-

convolution for proxy variables {F1, …, Fm} and 

{𝐐𝑡}𝑡=1
𝑐out  using any popular optimizer  

13: end for 

Prediction 

Input: test data Xtest, Trained compressed CNN 

Output: predicted labels �̂�test; 
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been used to calculate the Accuracy, precision, recall and F1-

score which is then tabulated in Table 1. The values of False 

positive rate (FPR) and true positive rate (TPR) are calculated 

by: 

FPR=FP/TN+FP 

TPR=TP/TP+FN 

 

Table 1. Performance parameters of proposed algorithm on 

GTZAN dataset 

 
 Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score 

Blues 99.21% 94% 98% 96% 

Classical 99.85% 100% 98% 99% 

Country 99.26% 98% 95% 96% 

Disco 99.59% 97% 99% 98% 

Hip-hop 99.54% 96% 99% 98% 

Jazz 99.44% 97% 97% 97% 

Metal 99.44% 96% 99% 97% 

Pop 99.64% 98% 98% 98% 

Reggae 99.15% 96% 95% 96% 

Rock 99.00% 97% 93% 96% 

 

It clearly shows that the accuracy for classification of 

Classical songs is the maximum while accuracy for 

classification of Rock songs is the minimum. As the accuracy 

of the classification of songs genre is ranging from 99% to 

99.85%, we can easily say that the proposed architecture for 

the classification of songs genre is reliable. Also, minimum 

value of precision, recall and F1-score is 94%, 93% and 96% 

respectively. Whereas maximum value of precision, recall and 

F1-score is 100%, 99% and 99% respectively. Plot in Figure 3 

shows the interclass performance parameter values for 

GTZAN dataset.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Comparison of the performance parameters for the 

classification of songs genre of GTZAN dataset using 

proposed architecture 

 

Table 2. Accuracy of classification of songs genre of 

GTZAN dataset using different architectures 

 

 
Proposed 

architecture 
VGG16 Alexnet RNN 

Blues 99.21% 83.13% 96.41% 96.18% 

Classical 99.85% 96.45% 98.24% 92.52% 

Country 99.26% 98.35% 95.14% 93.25% 

Disco 99.59% 73.45% 96.39% 88.96% 

Hip-hop 99.54% 82.42% 86.38% 98.23% 

Jazz 99.44% 99.53% 93.15% 79.41% 

Metal 99.44% 98.41% 95.18% 87.63% 

Pop 99.64% 98.92% 95.32% 91.28% 

Reggae 99.15% 81.24% 95.36% 92.53% 

Rock 99.00% 97.43% 93.92% 95.78% 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Comparison of classification of songs genre of 

GTZAN dataset using different architectures 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Comparison of Percentage stability of 

classification of songs genre of GTZAN dataset using 

different architectures 

 

By using same dataset proposed architecture is tested with 

some existing architecture. The accuracy of classification of 

songs genre is tested by using VGG16, Alexnet and RNN 

along with proposed architecture which is as tabulated in Table 

2. 

Figure 4 shows the interclass accuracy of the different 

classes. Here it is noticed that the accuracy of every class for 

classification is highest than other algorithms. Percentage 

stability of different algorithms is shown in Figure 5 which 

indicates the class-wise stability while looking for whole 

classification system. As here 10 classes are present the 

stability index should be 10% for each class. Proposed system 

architecture is having 10% stability index for each class. For 

classification using VGG16, Alexnet and RNN is unstable. As 

the accuracy of all the classes is not in the same range the 

stability index varies from 8% to 11% range. The proposed 

system architecture is also tested on the Indian classical taal, 

HMR dataset [37]. In Hindustani Music there are basic 108 

taals. Ektaal, Teental, Jhaptal, Rupak are the rhythmic patterns. 

To understand the rhythm taal are divided into different blocks 

like Teentaal is of 16 bits having four blocks with four bits, 

Ektaal is of 12 bits having 6 blocks with two bits, Rupak is if 

7 bits which assymtric.in the block size of three, two, two. 

Since music is very random in nature it is highly challenging 
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to classify music as per genre and get best accuracy [38]. The 

table and pakhavaj are the two principal percussion 

instruments used in Indian classical music. The table is a pair 

of drums of varying sizes and woods that are played 

simultaneously by tapping them with the hands in various 

ways to generate diverse sounds. After that, the sounds are put 

together in varied rhythm patterns to complement musical 

performances. Ektaal, Rupak, Teentaal and Jhaptaal are the 

rhythm patterns. The performance parameters are tabulated in 

Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Performance parameters of proposed algorithm for 

classification of Indian rhythms 

 
 Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score 

Ektaal 92.35% 84% 91% 88% 

Rupak 94.54% 90% 90% 90% 

Teentaal 93.44% 89% 89% 89% 

Jhaptaal 93.44% 79% 65% 71% 

 

The graph as shown in Figure 6 of performance parameters 

indicates that all the parameters calculated for the 

classification using proposed architecture are superior. 

Accuracy of the classification of rhythms is for every class is 

at least 92%. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Comparison of the performance parameters for the 

classification of Indian rhythms using proposed architecture 

 

Indian rhythms are also tested by using VGG16, Alexnet 

and RNN along with proposed architecture which is as 

tabulated in Table 4 where Alexnet gives very poor 

performance while proposed architecture gives best 

performance for the classification of Indian rhythms. The 

comparative graph Figure 7 gives better understanding of 

accuracy of class-wise Percentage stability of different 

algorithms is shown in Figure 8 which indicates the class-wise 

stability while looking for whole classification system. As here 

4 classes are present the stability index should be 25% for each 

class. Proposed system architecture is having 25% stability 

index for each class. For classification using VGG16, Alexnet 

and RNN is unstable. As the accuracy of all the classes is not 

in the same range the stability index varies from 23% to 28% 

in case VGG16, while is varies from 19% to 31% in case of 

Alexnet and RNN. 

Percentage stability of different algorithms is shown in 

Figure 7 which indicates the class-wise stability while looking 

for whole classification system. As here 4 classes are present 

the stability index should be 25% for each class. Proposed 

system architecture is having 25% stability index for each 

class. For classification using VGG16, Alexnet and RNN is 

unstable. As the accuracy of all the classes is not in the same 

range the stability index varies from 23% to 28% in case 

VGG16, while is varies from 19% to 31% in case of Alexnet 

and RNN. 

 

Table 4. Accuracy of classification of Indian rhythms using 

different architectures 

 

 
Proposed 

architecture 
VGG16 Alexnet RNN 

Ektaal 92.35% 83.35% 63.12% 62.59% 

Rupak 94.54% 84.73% 97.29% 98.41% 

Teentaal 93.44% 88.24% 98.63% 79.42% 

Jhaptaal 93.44% 99.42% 59.51% 81.43% 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Comparison of classification of Indian rhythms 

using different architectures 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Comparison of percentage stability of classification 

of Indian rhythms using different architectures 
 

According to Ladkat et al. [39] the suggested system is 

tested on several processors to determine its time complexity. 

On different processors, the time complexity is tested. Table 5 

shows the average time it takes to receive a result on various 

hardware platforms. 
 

Table 5. Time complexity of the proposed system 

architecture on different hardware platforms 
 

Platform 
Time required to get result (in 

seconds) 

CPU, i3 processor, 8GB RAM 0.389 

CPU, i5 processor, 8GB RAM 0.287 

CPU, I7 processor, 8GB RAM 0.282 

GPU, Nvidia K80 0.003 
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When using a CPU, such as an i5, or an i7, the time 

complexity is almost identical, but when the system is 

evaluated on a GPU, the time necessary to obtain the findings 

is significantly different. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Music genre classification is carried out in this study 

utilizing spectrogram feature values from time slices of songs, 

as well as an unknown audio clip classified using a majority 

vote approach. The proposed system architecture is tested on 

two datasets viz., GTZAN dataset and Indian rhythms. The 

average accuracy of classification of GTZAN dataset is 

99.41% while VGG16, Alexnet and RNN is having accuracy 

90.93%, 94.55% and 91.58% respectively. The average F1 

score value for the classification using proposed system 

architecture is 96.9% which is too higher than existing 

architectures. When the proposed system architecture is tested 

on Indian rhythm is gives 93.44% accuracy which is better 

compared to the existing architectures. The experimental 

results reveal that the suggested system outperforms 

alternative approaches on the GTZAN dataset as well as Indian 

rhythms. 
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